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MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD
Dear Parents,
The theme of our assemblies this week was the celebration of Yom Kippur,

teaching the children a little about this Jewish High Festival and what it
means to make a sincere apology. The children were quick to acknowledge
that saying sorry can be a very difficult task but one that is so very
important to do well. Many children from all different classes across the
school also shared their beautiful art work, medals and crafting successes.
We particularly enjoyed Serena’s Monkey Poem! Well done to all those
who contributed. Having the courage to speak in front of large groups of
people is a skill we are very keen for all children to develop and urge you as
parents to encourage your child to share their exciting news, creative
exploits or sporting achievements with us in assembly each week.

Cake and Tea with Mrs B
This week it was my pleasure to meet with our Playground Prefects –

CHILDREN WHO WERE AWARDED
CERTIFICATES THIS WEEK :

EVE ROBINSON Y3
TONILOBA AKINOSI Y3

Brandon Cheung, Sarah Silva and Ayla Brown, Head of Student Council.

LEELA MISTRY Y1

The children had brilliant ideas for expanding their roles during these

JOSH MISTRY Y4

COVID times and had a whole list of suggestions for the improvement of

AMBER PATEL Y4

the playground and the smooth running of playtime. Their company was

ANIKA SHAH Y6
ZI-FENG ONG Y6

much appreciated and once again, a special thank-you to the kitchen staff
for the delicious snacks
MacMillan Cake Away
Thanks to the generosity of the parents and the children’s desire
for cake, we raised an astonishing £269.80 in 20 minutes! We are
very lucky to have Miss Claire and the kitchen team producing
such yummy fayre.

Quote of the week.
The first to apologise is the bravest
The first to forgive the strongest
The first to forget the happiest

